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“Michalis’ musicality, intelligence and depth make him a remarkable pianist. 
His level is worthy of the big international competitions.”

Bruno Rigutto

“If I had to present Michalis Boliakis in a few words, I would say: inner 
strength, open-mindedness and… passion for opera.”

Anne Queffélec

Solo Recital | March 23, 2012
Festival Piano en Saintonge
Michalis Boliakis, 27 years old, a young Greek with a steadfastly efficient playing, performed Haendel’s 
Harmonious Blacksmith, three Preludes by Rachmaninov and a Wagner-Liszt transcription. Timid as hell, 
he hardly dared to bow but his smile matched his musical sensitivity.

Le petit Renaudon

Performance at Focus Festival | January 25, 2019
The Peter Jay Sharp Theater, Lincoln Center
[Jouni Kaipainen’s «Trois Morceaux de l’Aube»] received a superb performance on Friday by the cellist Sasha 
Scolnik-Brower and the pianist Michalis Boliakis.

Corinna da Fonseca-Wollheim, The New York Times

Soloist with the National Orchestra of Athens | April 8, 2011
Megaron (Athens)
Michalis Boliakis, only 25 years old but already award-winning pianist, came from Paris to Megaron and 
talked to us about the discipline required by Mozart’s music.

Yorgos Nastos, BHMagazino



At the beginning of the 20th century, Duparc, Debussy, 
Fauré and Ravel were seduced by gypsy music and 
followed its captivating wandering without borders. 
The singer Chloé Briot and the pianist Michalis Boliakis, 
young interprets from the Academy of Festival d’Aix 
and HSBC Laureates propose a musical journey full of 
freedom and lightness.

L’agenda culturel d’Aix-en-Provence

MELODIES TZIGANES Recital with Chloé Briot | July 9, 2016
Festival d’Aix-en-Provence

DE QUOI J’AI L’AIR (Arthur Lavandier) | 2014
Ensemble Le Balcon
Performances at Opéra d’Avignon, Le Beffroi de Montrouge
During the show De quoi j’ai l’air, the arias succeed one 
another at a breakneck pace, interpreted in turns by an 
enthusiastic jeune première, an uprooted soprano, a future 
diva or a muse. 
Thus we attend a recital within the recital. Immersed into the 
depth and the illusion of the performance, we realize what it 
means to get to grips with an aria: the singer walks through 
an unexplored path along with a conductor and a director, 
throws off the shackles of legendary recorded 
versions, and then seeks for her own truth.
Julie Fuchs and a group of eleven musicians conducted by 
Maxime Pascal go through a pile-up of delightful, 
unsettling and moving situations. They play with perspective 
in a dreamlike show, where it seems absolutely normal that 
everything is slightly abnormal.

Recital with Andreea Soare | October 13, 2016
Festival les Art’Scènes

Thierry Pillon, artistic director of the Festival les Art’scènes

Their two faces tell us a lot about their sincerity, beyond 
an undeniable and incredible talent… […] 
There was a strange sensation of immensity and 
intimacy at the same time, that magnified the power 
and the poetry of those texts, wonderfully “said” by an 
accomplished, inspired and expressive artist, with a 
remarkable French diction… accompanied by a pianist-
poet… Under their spell, conquered by their beautiful 
complicity, we were flying with the wings of Berlioz, 
Bizet, Liszt, Duparc, Debussy’s music, and our travel 
ended with the divine “Les Chemins de l’amour” and an 
ineffable piece by Tosti! Thanks to these accomplished 
artists from the bottom of our hearts. They proved, once 
again, that we could believe in miracles!

culturebox.francetvinfo.fr



L’ENFANT ET LES SORTILÈGES (Maurice Ravel) | 2012
Director Arnaud Meunier
Premiere at Festival d’Aix-en-Provence, international tour

Back in town there was a darkly enchanting chamber 
adaptation of Ravel’s L’Enfant et les Sortilèges in the 
jewel-box Théâtre du Jeu de Paume, with a sky-blue 
dome over 493 red seats.

The fervid orchestra [of Ravel] is replaced, in the 
refined adaptation of Didier Puntos, by a piano four-
hands, a flute and a cello. This arrangement, played on 
stage by the musicians, creates a subtle and intimate 
atmosphere.

In the beautiful 18th century Théâtre du Jeu de Paume the Festival’s training body, l’Académie européenne 
de musique, mounted a captivatingly dark-lit production of Ravel’s L’Enfant et les Sortilèges. Fitted into the 
intriguing, dun junkshop of the set were the costumed flautist, cellist and piano-duettists who were all the 
orchestra. This pared-down version by Didier Puntos, one of the pianists, worked far better than I expected. 

Sunday Times

We need to welcome the performance of the four instrumentalists, Anne-Lise Teruel (flute), William Imbert 
(cello), Didier Puntos and Michalis Boliakis (piano four-hands), who contribute to the magic of these fifty 
minutes, filled with a subtle transparence.

Didier Puntos’ arrangement uses a “Ravelian” instrumentarium and diverse playing modes filled with rich 
imagery. The poetic quality of the music is conserved, as well as the lyric impetus and the counterpointing 
waves of the vocal parts.

CHER ERIK SATIE | 2012
Director Jean Bellorini
Performances at Philharmonie de Paris, Flagey (Brussels), Opéra de Metz among others

Melodies and Excerpts from the Correspondance 
Presque Complète d’Erik Satie.
At Erik Satie’s death in 1925, his friends discovered 
two pianos out of tune in his miserable studio at 
Arcueil, filled with unopened mail. This story 
illustrates the sweet madness of the composer, who 
spent his live fighting against real or imaginary 
critics, by interposed letters. Jean Bellorini draws on 
this valuable source the wonderful and tormented 
words of this performance. The art songs, frankly 
humoristic, reflect the influence of music-hall and 
Montmartre cafés-concerts.

mairie-villetaneuse.fr

Serge Martin, Le soir

New York Times

Gilles Charlassier – concertonet.com

Chantal Cazaux, L’avant scène opéra



KARAMAZOV (Fyodor Dostoyevsky) | 2016
Director Jean Bellorini
Premiere at Festival d’Avignon, 93 performances in France and abroad

COMPOSITION, ARRANGEMENT &
PERFORMANCE OF MUSIC FOR THE STAGE

Michalis meets Jean Bellorini in the production Cher Erik Satie, based on the life and the works of 
the French composer. Karamazov is their fourth collaboration, after The good person of Szechwan by 

Bertolt Brecht and Cupidon est malade by Pauline Sales. The pianist, together with the drummer Hugo 
Sablic, has participated in Karamazov since the very beginning of the rehearsals. “We started playing 

some music at the same time as the first readings of the text by the actors and we were given carte 
blanche to improvise. I like to start by proposing some classical pieces to sustain these timeless words, 

like Chopin, for example. The choice of the music is inspired by the atmosphere of the scene”, says 
Michalis. Jean Bellorini is avidly interested in his proposals, that help him find the color of each scene. 
Every new musical impulse inspires the actors’ playing, and the latter, in return, nourish the musicians’ 

interpretation. “Music is the heartbeat of my work”, the stage director likes to say. “It sustains the 
emotional involvement of the actors”, adds the musician. Michalis feels happy to be allowed to dare, 

attempt, make diverse proposals, with the help of the sound engineer, who is also there for the 
rehearsals. “The actors gradually take the command of the text, they choose their way of interpretation 
by testing different paths and taking audacious risks”. Thus emerge moments of pure beauty that offer 
the music its precious role in the show. “We seek to get as close as possible to the emotion inspired by 

the text, either by using major pieces of the classical repertoire, or by improvising”.
Benoît Lagarrigue, le Journal de Saint-Denis

The music is a vital element in Jean Bellorini’s shows. In this play, Michalis Boliakis, a piano prodigy, 
has been entrusted with the responsibility for the music score, constituted by a large variety of music, 
from Tchaikovsky’s Hymn of the Cherubim to Adamo’s Tombe la neige or The Cranberries’ Zombie.

Camilleclaudelavignon



KROUM (Hanoch Levin) | 2017 
Director Jean Bellorini
Premiere at Alexandrinsky Theater (St Petersburg), still on tour

The music, intimately sounding through the old couple’s 
record player on the third floor (Maria Kuznetsova and 
Vladimir Lisetkii are splendid), played live on the piano by 
Michalis Boliakis or sung in choir by the actors, shatters 
the heaviness of our lives and injects a vital dose of beauty 
and emotion in a total chaos of human feelings.

Louise D., etat-critique.com

CUPIDON EST MALADE (Pauline Sales) | 2014
Director Jean Bellorini
Premiere at Am Stram Gram (Geneva)

Under the disco balls, the music gives rhythm to the show 
and follows our heartbeats. Travelling through time, 
baroque music is tinted by electro-pop sounds with the 
usage of classical (harpsichord, bass drum) and modern 
instruments (midi interface, digital percussions). We hear 
the echoes of Purcell’s Fairy Queen and Mendelssohn’s 
Nuptial March, both inspired by Shakespeare’s Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. But at one moment we even discerned the 
main theme of the Tetris game!

Le Grand T

THE GOOD PERSON OF SZECHWAN (Bertolt Brecht) | 2013
Director Jean Bellorini
Premiere at Théâtre National de Toulouse, over 100 performances in France and in China
Prize for the best music for the stage by the French Critic’s Syndicate

Jean Bellorini conceives of theater as a festival whose vital ingredients are dream and happiness, even in 
tragedy. […] 18 generous artists, a crazy and astonishing pianist, winds, strings, percussions, an inspired 
stage director: all the ingredients are gathered to help us accompany Shen Té, the main character, in her 
moving and life-changing journey.
The director says about the music: “We did not use the music that Dessau wrote for this play. I created the 
music together with Michalis Boliakis and Hugo Sablic. We alternated popular, fanfare-like music with broad, 
lyrical, virtuosic moments, where the beauty sublimates the sordid living conditions of the characters.”

La Terrasse

Through fragmentation, breaks, pop/piano sounds, 
trickery and inventiveness of the scenography, the 
words take shape in a polyphonic musical, original 
choir, taken over by a team of gorgeous actors.

Amaury Jacquet - publikart.net


